
Oyo
OYO Rooms, also known as OYO Hotels & Homes, is an Indian multinational

hospitality chain of leased and franchised hotels, homes and living spaces

Title
Make hotel booking more easy by giving all relevant information about the property

to the user, distance from hotel to various places in the app itself and add delight

to the user.

Background
Oyo now has been a go to product for booking rooms or hotels for a stay mostly

outside your city. Mainly we can categorise the users into 2 segments.

1. Tourists

2. Business Users

Problem
1) Can’t view the distance between a place and the property.

2) To view distance, the user has to remember the property name and then find

distance between 2 places through Google Maps or Third Party Apps.



Goals
● Make booking more easy through Oyo App or Website.

● Add features that are more delight to users and he feels wow about it.

Solutions
Based on the problem discussed and our goals let's see what solution can be built.

Before we discuss the solution let's see a video of what the problem really is.

Oyo Problem

Current Solution

https://www.loom.com/share/cc27383336444256a4f0ac88747aaa8e?sharedAppSource=personal_library


As we see in the above images there is an option to view in the map and search for

the place that we want to check the distance with. So let's check for the distance

to the workplace that we want to know and cubbon park.

The below image captures that Oyo shows both the places in the map view but fails

to indicate the distance between these 2 properties. Hence forcing the user to

check distance in Google Maps or any other Maps before making the decision.





Proposed Solution
In the solution we want to show distance between properties and place and

eliminate any switch that the user had to do to check distance between 2 places.



Risks
● Long distance between property and place shouldn’t force users to cancel

the booking.

● Since we are relying on Google Maps (in this solution we have assumed to

have used Google Map API) the travel time might not be perfect which has

to be communicated to the user i.e the travel time between places can very

from time to time.

Target Customers
Here this feature will be useful for those who aren’t from that particular city.

So tourists and business class professionals are the target customers.

Success Metrics
● % increase in number of bookings after launching these features.

● #of bookings that happened after clicking the Map Vs #of bookings that

didn’t happen after clicking the Map.

● Reduce the average time taken to book a property.

Future Build
● Integrate Cab booking in the Oyo app by partnering with relevant

aggregators.

● Provide an option to rent a vehicle at the property.

● Start adding more properties at the places nearby where we see maximum

search results (Ex : If more users search distance between WeWork Mg

Road or Cubbon Park from Oyo properties), we must add more properties if

possible.




